
Theme   2-   Grocery  

Virginia   Literacy   Foundation   Block   1-    Oral   Language  
The   child   will   develop   listening   and   speaking   skills   by   communicating   experiences   and   ideas  
orally.  

g)   Listen   attentively   to   stories   in   a   whole   class   setting.  
h)   Follow   simple   one-   and   two-step   oral   directions.  

 
Virginia   Literacy   Foundation   Block   2-    Vocabulary  
The   child   will   develop   an   understanding   of   word   meanings   through   the   use   of   appropriate  
and   expanding   vocabulary.  

a)   Use   size,   shape,   color,   and   spatial   words   to   describe   people,   places,   and   things.  
b)   Listen   with   increasing   understanding   to   conversations   and   directions.  
c)   Use   expanding   vocabulary   with   increasing   frequency   and   sophistication   to   express  
and   describe   feelings,   needs,   and   ideas.  
d)   Participate   in   a   wide   variety   of   active   sensory   experiences   to   build   vocabulary.  

 
Virginia   Literacy   Foundation   Block   6-    Writing  
The   child   will   write   using   a   variety   of   materials   and   technology   to   convey   thoughts,   ideas,  
and   experiences.  

a)   Distinguish   print   from   images   or   illustrations.  
b)   Demonstrate   use   of   print   to   convey   meaning.  

 
Virginia   Mathematics   Foundation   Block   1-    Number   and   Number   Sense  
The   child   will   count   with   understanding   and   use   numbers   to   tell   how   many,   describe   order,  
and   compare.  

b)   Count   a   group   (set/collection)   of   five   to   ten   objects   by   touching   each   object   as   it   is  
counted   and   saying   the   correct   number   (one-to-one   correspondence).  
c)   Count   the   items   in   a   collection   of   one   to   ten   items   and   know   the   last   counting   word  
tells   “how   many.”  
d)   Compare   two   groups   (sets/collections)   of   matched   objects   (zero   through   ten   in  
each   set)   and   describe   the   groups   using   the   terms   more,   fewer,   or   same.  

 
Virginia   Mathematics   Foundation   Block   4-    Geometry  
The   child   will   describe   simple   geometric   shapes   (circle,   triangle,   rectangle,   and   square)   and  
indicate   their   position   in   relation   to   an   individual   and   to   other   objects.  

a)   Match   and   sort   shapes   (circle,   triangle,   rectangle,   and   square).  
b)   Describe   how   shapes   are   similar   and   different.  
c)   Recognize   and   name   shapes   (circle,   triangle,   rectangle,   and   square).  

 
Virginia   Mathematics   Foundation   Block   5-    Data   Collection   and   Statistics  
The   child   will   participate   in   the   data   gathering   process   in   order   to   answer   questions   of  
interest.  

a)   Collect   information   to   answer   questions   of   interest   to   children.  
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b)   Use   descriptive   language   to   compare   data   by   identifying   which   is   more,   fewer,   or  
the   same   in   object   and   picture   graphs.  

 
Virginia   Science   Foundation   Block   7-    Earth   Patterns,   Cycles   and   Change  
The   child   will   identify   simple   patterns   in   his/her   daily   life   and   identify   things   that   change  
over   time.  

a)   Make   daily   weather   observations   and   use   common   weather   related   vocabulary   to  
describe   the   observations,   e.g.,   sunny,   rainy,   cloudy,   cold,   hot,   etc.  
b)   Identify   how   weather   affects   daily   life.  
c)   Describe   basic   weather   safety   rules.  
d)   Observe   and   recognize   the   characteristics   of   the   four   seasons   and   the   changes  
observed   from   season   to   season.  
e)   Observe   and   classify   the   shapes   and   forms   of   many   common   natural   objects,   e.g.,  
rocks,   leaves,   twigs,   clouds,   the   moon,   etc.  
f)   Compare   a   variety   of   living   things   to   determine   how   they   change   over   time   (life  
cycles).  
g)   Describe   home   and   school   routines.  

 
Virginia   History   and   Social   Science   Foundation   Block   3-    Geography/Location  
The   child   will   develop   an   increased   awareness   of   the   physical   relationship   between   and  
among   people   and   places.  

a)   Identify   and   describe   prominent   features   of   the   classroom,   school,   neighborhood,  
and   community.  
b)   Engage   in   play   where   one   item   represents   another   (miniature   vehicles,   people,   and  
blocks).  
c)   Make   and   walk   on   paths   between   objects,   e.g.,   from   the   door   to   the   window.  
d)   Represent   objects   in   the   order   in   which   they   occur   in   the   environment.  
e)   Experience   seeing   things   from   different   elevations.  
 

Virginia   History   and   Social     Science   Foundation   Block   7-    Civics/Citizenship  
The   child   will   participate   as   a   member/citizen   of   a   classroom   community.  

d)   State   personal   plans   for   learning   center   activities.  
e)   Participate   in   discussing   and   generating   solutions   to   a   class   problem.  
f)   Share   thoughts   and   opinions   in   group   settings.  
g)   Demonstrate   responsible   behaviors   in   caring   for   classroom   materials.  
h)   Identify   the   needs   of   other   people   by   helping   them.  

 
Virginia   Health   and   Physical   Development   Foundation   Block   5-    Physically   Active   Lifestyle  
The   child   will   participate   in   physical   activity   every   day   and   explain   why   physical   activity   is  
good   for   health.  

a)   Identify   the   activities   that   they   like   and   dislike.  
b)   Describe   what   it   means   to   be   physically   active   and   then   have   the   opportunity   to  
actively   pursue   the   activities   they   have   described.  
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c)   Participate   in   activities   geared   toward   different   levels   of   proficiency.  
d)   Identify   places   at   home,   in   the   neighborhood,   and   in   the   community   where   children  
can   play   safely   and   be   physically   active.  
 

Virginia   Health   and   Physical   Development   Foundation   Block   6-    Health   Knowledge   and  
Skills  
The   child   will   identify   healthy   and   unhealthy   foods,   and   simple   practices   and   habits   that  
promote   health   and   prevent   illness.  

a)   Indicate   awareness   of   hunger   and   fullness.  
b)   Identify   foods   and   the   food   groups   to   which   they   belong,   e.g.,   vegetables,   fruits,  
dairy,   meats,   and   grains.  
c)   Distinguish   food   and   beverages   on   a   continuum   from   more   healthy   to   less   healthy.  
d)   Demonstrate   an   understanding   that   eating   a   variety   of   fresh   fruits   and   vegetables  
with   lots   of   different   colors   helps   the   body   grow   and   be   healthy.  
 

Virginia   Music   Foundation   Block   5-    Aesthetics  
The   child   will   listen   and   respond   to   recorded   and   live   music   performances.  

a)   Use   the   body   and   motion   to   express   a   response   to   a   musical   selection.  
c)   Use   words   to   describe   how   a   musical   selection   makes   the   child   feel.  


